Standa is happy to introduce all new:

**8SMC1-USBh programming toolkit for Microsoft Windows Mobile 5.0!**

- Do you want to control your experimental setup but don’t have enough space for personal computer?
- Do you want to build custom cost effective graphical user interface with touch screen and make it user friendly?
- Do you want to use only common and well known developing tools for new platform?
- Do you want to use matchless possibilities of mobile devices wireless connections?

**With new programming toolkit you can:**

- Turn your handheld computer to a mobile control center.
- Enjoy the advantages of the touch screen display.
- Build your application with USMCDLL for Microsoft Windows Mobile 5.0 (which have just the same functionality as USMCDLL for Microsoft Windows XP).
- Incorporate your hardware into local network using wireless Ethernet.

If you want to know more about this toolkit, please contact your local Standa dealer, or visit on 8SMC1-USBh controller page on Standa website [www.standa.Lt](http://www.standa.Lt).